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Summary

Cryptic prophages are not genomic junk but instead
enable cells to combat myriad stresses as an active
stress response. How these phage fossils affect per-
sister cell resuscitation has, however, not been
explored. Persister cells form as a result of stresses
such as starvation, antibiotics and oxidative condi-
tions, and resuscitation of these persister cells likely
causes recurring infections such as those associated
with tuberculosis, cystic fibrosis and Lyme disease.
Deletion of each of the nine Escherichia coli cryptic
prophages has no effect on persister cell formation.
Strikingly, elimination of each cryptic prophage
results in an increase in persister cell resuscitation
with a dramatic increase in resuscitation upon delet-
ing all nine prophages. This increased resuscitation

includes eliminating the need for a carbon source
and is due to activation of the phosphate import sys-
tem resulting from inactivating the transcriptional
regulator AlpA of the CP4-57 cryptic prophage. Dele-
tion of alpA increases persister resuscitation, and
AlpA represses phosphate regulator PhoR. Both
phosphate regulators PhoP and PhoB stimulate
resuscitation. This suggests a novel cellular stress
mechanism controlled by cryptic prophages: regula-
tion of phosphate uptake which controls the exit of
the cell from dormancy and prevents premature
resuscitation in the absence of nutrients.

Introduction

The role cryptic prophages, which are trapped lysogens
that no longer form active phage particles, play in the
physiology of the host remains uncertain. Rather than
merely being extraneous but stable DNA, comprising up
to 20% of the genome (Casjens, 2003), the nine cryptic
prophages of E. coli K-12 increase resistance to sub-
lethal concentrations of quinolone and β-lactam antibi-
otics as well as protect the cell from osmotic, oxidative
and acid stresses (Wang et al., 2010). Hence, the
genome of a parasite has become interwoven into the
bacterial genome and serves beneficial roles related to
stress resistance (Wang et al., 2010). Since the extreme
stress response of the cell population is for a small per-
centage of cells to become dormant (i.e. persistent)
(Yamasaki et al., 2020) and cryptic prophages are utilized
for an active stress response (Wang et al., 2010), it
seems reasonable to consider that cryptic prophages
may play a role in persistence; i.e. cryptic prophages
may be involved in the extreme stress response.

Persister cells are phenotypic variants that arise with-
out genetic change as a result of myriad stresses such
as nutrient, antibiotic and oxidative stress (Hong
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2018a). Most cells in the stressed
population mount an active response but the small sub-
population of persisters survive stresses by sleeping
through the insults (Lewis, 2008). Since nearly all cells
starve, the persister state is probably a universal resting
state (Song and Wood, 2018). Critically, persister cells
are likely the cause of many recurring infections (Van
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den Bergh et al., 2017); therefore, understanding how
they resuscitate is vital.
Persister cells can form as a result of translation inhibi-

tion. Specifically, by inhibiting transcription via sub-lethal
concentrations of rifampicin, by inhibiting translation via
sub-lethal concentrations tetracycline, or by interrupting
translation by ceasing ATP production via carbonyl cya-
nide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone, we converted nearly all
of the exponentially growing E. coli cells into persister
cells (Kwan et al., 2013). To reduce protein production
during stress, there is consensus (Korch et al., 2003;
Nguyen et al., 2011; Chowdhury et al., 2016) for a role of
the alarmone guanosine pentaphosphate/tetraphosphate
(henceforth ppGpp) for forming persisters (Svenningsen
et al., 2019); for example, by reducing transcription of
ribosomal operons (Shimada et al., 2013). The ppGpp
ribosome dimerization persister model proposes that
ppGpp generates persister cells directly by inactivating
ribosomes through the conserved ribosome hibernation
factors RMF, HpF and RaiA which convert active 70S
ribosomes into inactive 70S and 100S ribosomes (Song
and Wood, 2020a, 2020b; Wood and Song, 2020). Per-
sister cells were found to contain a large fraction of 100S
ribosomes; inactivation of RMF, HpF and RaiA reduces
persistence and increases single-cell persister resuscita-
tion; and single-cell persister resuscitation does not
depend on ppGpp. This model does not rely on toxin/
antitoxin systems for persister cell formation as their
direct link to persistence is tenuous (Goormaghtigh
et al., 2018).
Persister cells resuscitate in a heterogeneous manner as

they recognize external nutrients; the rate of resuscitation
depends on the number of active ribosomes, and the
growth rate of the resuscitated cells is exponential like the
wild-type (Kim et al., 2018b). Later studies have verified this
heterogeneous nature of persister cell resuscitation
(Goormaghtigh and Van Melderen, 2019; Pu et al., 2019)
and subsequent exponential growth of resuscitating cells
(Mohiuddin et al., 2020); together, these later studies cor-
roborate our method of forming persister cells. By screening
10 000 compounds for persister cell resuscitation, ribo-
somes were shown to be activated during persister cell
resuscitation by pseudouridine synthase RluD that modifies
23S subunits (Song and Wood, 2020b). Resuscitation is ini-
tiated by recognizing external nutrients through receptors
for chemotaxis (for amino acids) and phosphotransferase
membrane proteins (for glucose) (Yamasaki et al., 2020).
The external nutrient signals are propagated to the cytosol
by reducing concentrations of the secondary messenger
cAMP which leads to the rescue of stalled ribosomes and
to the dissociation of inactive dimerized 100S ribosomes
(Yamasaki et al., 2020). The resuscitating cells also initiate
chemotaxis toward fresh nutrients since nutrient depletion
triggered persistence (Yamasaki et al., 2020).

Here we explore the role of cryptic prophages in per-
sister cell formation and resuscitation. To link cryptic pro-
phages to stress resistance, a Δ9 strain was used in
which all nine cryptic prophage elements (166 kb) of
E. coli were precisely deleted, along with the set of nine
single strains with each having one cryptic prophage
deleted (Wang et al., 2010). Cryptic prophages are
shown to not play a role in persister cell formation but
instead reduce persister cell resuscitation and prevent
resuscitation until a carbon source is present. By
employing a whole transcriptome study to explore the
impact of cryptic prophages on resuscitating cells, the
cryptic prophages are shown to reduce resuscitation by
repressing phosphate transport. Moreover, this phos-
phate transport system is repressed in part via the
CP4-57 cryptic prophage regulator AlpA; specifically,
AlpA represses phoR, which leads to activation of phoB
and pstB. Hence, we discovered a novel physiological
role for cryptic prophages, regulation of persister cell
resuscitation and determined that the mechanism is
through their regulation of phosphate sensing.

Results

Cryptic prophages do not affect persister cell formation

To determine whether cryptic prophages affect persister
cell formation, we converted the wild-type, the Δ9 strain
with all nine cryptic prophages deleted (Wang et al.,
2010), and each single cryptic prophage mutant (Wang
et al., 2010) to persister cells using a rifampicin pre-
treatment (Kwan et al., 2013) and enumerated them. This
method of generating persister cells has been validated
eight ways (Kim et al., 2018b) and utilized by at least
15 independent labs to date (Johnson and Levin, 2013;
Kwan et al., 2013; Grassi et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2018;
Jin et al., 2018; Narayanaswamy et al., 2018; Sulaiman
et al., 2018; Tkhilaishvili et al., 2018; Pu et al., 2019; Mar-
tins et al., 2020; Rowe et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Yu
et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2020); the
approach has the benefit of increasing the number of per-
sister cells by 10 000-fold (Kwan et al., 2013) which
enables single-cell studies (Kim et al., 2018a; Kim et al.,
2018b; Song and Wood, 2020a; Yamasaki et al., 2020).

Using this rifampicin-pretreatment method, the pres-
ence of the cryptic prophages was shown to have no sig-
nificant impact on the number of persister cells formed
with ampicillin since the differences between strains were
less than twofold and important changes in persister
levels usually result in at least changes of several magni-
tudes (Fig. 1). Corroborating this result, ATP levels for
persister cells were similar for both the wild-type and the
Δ9 strain (Table S1); previously, we demonstrated reduc-
ing ATP levels increases persistence by 10 000-fold with
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ampicillin (Kwan et al., 2013). Hence, although cryptic
prophages dramatically increase resistance to
stresses (Wang et al., 2010), they do not change the
number of the cells that become persisters. These
results are similar to those of .Harms et al., (2017)
who utilized our Δ9 strain (Wang et al., 2010) and
found little impact on the number of persister cells after
treating with ciprofloxacin.

Cryptic prophages reduce persister resuscitation

To investigate further the role of cryptic prophages in per-
sistence, we quantified single cell resuscitation for the Δ9
strain in the M9 glucose medium. In stark contrast to the
lack of impact of the cryptic prophages on persister cell
formation (Fig. 1A), deleting the nine cryptic prophages
dramatically increased persister cell resuscitation
(44-fold, Fig. 1B, Fig. S1, Table S2). The criteria for
resuscitation are elongation, appearance of a septum, or
increase in cell number, and movies have been published
previously for resuscitating cells using our approach (Kim
et al., 2018a; Kim et al., 2018b). Also, extending the
resuscitation time by 50% did not change the number of
waking cells.

Remarkably, nearly all of the persister cells that lack
cryptic prophage (80%) were resuscitated within 4 h com-
pared to 2% of the wild-type strain. Similar results were
obtained by treating only with ampicillin to form persister
cells (i.e. foregoing rifampicin pre-treatment, Fig. S2) in
that 66% of the single cells resuscitated in the absence
of the cryptic prophages (a 34-fold increase). Further cor-
roboration of the results with the Δ9 strain (166 kb
deleted) came by testing for single-cell resuscitation of E.
coli MDS66 (Karcagi et al., 2016) which has 19% of the

Fig. 1. Cryptic prophages have no effect on persister cell forma-
tion but reduce single-cell persister resuscitation by repressing
phosphate sensing.
A. Cryptic prophages do not affect persister cell formation. Persister
cell formation (CFU ml�1) was determined by cell counts on LB
plates after 1 day. These results are the average of four independent
cultures and error bars indicate standard deviations.
B. Cryptic prophages reduce persister cell resuscitation. Single-cell
persister resuscitation after 4 h at 37�C with 0.4 wt.% glucose as
Fig. 1. Legend on next column.

determined using light microscopy for each of the single cryptic pro-
phage deletions as well as for the Δ9 strain. Representative results
from two independent cultures are shown, tabulated cell numbers
are shown in Table S2, and representative images are shown in
Fig. S1. Representative images for BW25113 and Δ9 resuscitating
shown in the inset.
C. PhoB increases single-cell persister resuscitation. Single-cell per-
sister resuscitation after 6 h for BW25113/pCA24N versus
BW25113/pCA24N_psiF (‘PsiF’), BW25113/pCA24N versus
BW25113/pCA24N_phoB (‘PhoB’) and BW25113/pCA24N versus
BW25113/pCA24N_phoU (‘PhoU’), after 4 h for BW25113 versus
BW25113 ΔalpA, after 3 h for Δ9/pCA24N versus Δ9/pCA24N_alpA,
and after 3 h for BW25113 (no nutrients) versus BW25113 Δ9
(no nutrients); the different resuscitation times were used to distin-
guish more clearly the differences in resuscitation. Cells were resus-
citated at 37�C with 0.4 wt.% glucose (except for the ‘no nutrient’
group) as determined using light microscopy. Representative results
from two independent cultures are shown, tabulated cell numbers are
shown in Table S3, and representative images are shown in Fig. S4.
Representative images for BW25113 and ΔalpA resuscitating shown
as the inset. Student’s t-tests were used to compare pairs (asterisk
indicates a p-value <0.05 and double asterisk indicates a p-value
<0.01).
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chromosome deleted (891 kb) including the cryptic pro-
phages deleted; this strain also had a 17-fold higher
resuscitation than the wild-type (Fig. S3; Table S2). Also,
the phenotype is restricted to persister resuscitation since
re-growth from the stationary phase (turbidity 6) was not
affected for the Δ9 strain relative to the wild-type strain.
The impact of each cryptic prophage was tested using

each of the single complete prophage deletions (Wang
et al., 2010), and the frequency of waking was increased
by 2.3- to 25-fold (Figs 1B and S1; Table S2); the fre-
quency of resuscitation was greatest upon deleting the
genes of cryptic phage CP4-57 (25-fold). Since ΔCP4-57
has the largest effect, we also tested a triple knockout
(ΔCPS-53 ΔCP4-57 ΔRac) with this strain and, as
expected, found resuscitation increased 32-fold respec-
tively. Hence, each cryptic prophage reduces the fre-
quency of persister cell resuscitation although the
contribution of each varies.

Cryptic prophages repress resuscitation by reducing
phosphate sensing

To elucidate the mechanism by which the cryptic pro-
phages reduce persister cell resuscitation, a whole-
transcriptome analysis of resuscitating persister cells for
Δ9 was compared to the wild-type under the same con-
ditions (Table 1). Remarkably, transcription of eight
tRNA genes was induced dramatically, which confirms
the importance of the initiation of translation for resusci-
tating cells (Kim et al., 2018b; Song and Wood, 2020a,
2020b; Yamasaki et al., 2020). Furthermore, ssrA was
induced, which serves as a positive control since ribo-
some recovery via SsrA has been shown to facilitate
persister cell resuscitation (Yamasaki et al., 2020)
(Table 1). Also, the chaperones DnaK, GroS and IbpA,
from the upregulated genes in the resuscitating cells
here, have been linked with persister cell resuscitation,
too (Bollen et al., 2021; Dewachter et al., 2021), so they
also serve as positive controls. Similar to the tRNA and
chaperone genes, phosphate/Mg+2/Mn+2-sensing/trans-
port genes pstSCB, phoB, psiF, mgtL, mgtS and mntS
were induced in the absence of the cryptic prophages.
PhoR-PhoB comprise a two-component regulatory sys-
tem that activates the phosphate-specific transport (Pst)
system that includes the outer membrane ATP-binding
cassette proteins PstSCAB, which act as an inorganic
phosphate sensor (Kritmetapak and Kumar, 2021), and
MgtA-MgtS regulate the PitAB low-affinity phosphate
transport to increase phosphate when Mg+2 is limiting
and stimulate PhoB (Yin et al., 2019). Therefore, the
whole-transcriptome data suggest deletion of the cryptic
prophages increases persister resuscitation by increas-
ing phosphate sensing.

Phosphate transport increases persister cell
resuscitation

Since the phosphate transport locus pstSCAB is acti-
vated by the response regulator PhoB, which in turn, is
activated by the kinase activity of PhoR (Santos-
Beneit, 2015) (Fig. 2), we hypothesized that the cryptic
prophages contain at least one negative regulator that
represses either phoR or phoB. Hence, activation of
PhoR or PhoB should increase persister resuscitation.

To test this hypothesis, PhoB was produced from
pCA24N-phoB in phosphate-replete conditions (i.e. using
M9 buffer with 0.4% glucose) so that any effect would be
under conditions where the phosphate transport system
is normally repressed. Under these conditions, persister
resuscitation was increased eightfold by producing PhoB
compared to the empty plasmid (Figs 1C and S4;
Table S3). Furthermore, production of PhoU, the negative
regulator of PhoR, via pCA24N-phoU, reduced resuscita-
tion by fourfold (Figs 1C and S4; Table S3), as expected.
Note that the phosphate starvation protein PsiF, which is
positively regulated by PhoB, was previously shown to
increase persister resuscitation sixfold when produced
from pCA24N-psiF (Yamasaki et al., 2020).

In addition, since cAMP reduces persister resuscitation
(Yamasaki et al., 2020), we tested cAMP levels upon pro-
ducing PhoB and found cAMP levels are reduced
�3.8 � 0.2-fold. Given that PhoB represses cra transcrip-
tion (Marzan and Shimizu, 2011; Marzan et al., 2013)
and that Cra increases cAMP (Crasnier-Mednansky
et al., 1997), we tested whether the cra mutation reduces
cAMP and found a 27 � 5% decrease in cAMP. Further-
more, production of PhoB via pCA24N_phoB increased
pstB transcription by 7 � 2-fold.

Since phosphate transport by PitAB leads to activation
of PhoP and MgtA/MgtS, which serves to activate PhoB
(Yin et al., 2019), we tested whether production of PhoP
and MgtA increase resuscitation. As expected, resuscita-
tion was increased 11-fold and 8-fold respectively
(Figs 1C and S4; Table S3). Hence, activation of the
phosphate sensing system increases resuscitation
through PhoB, PsiF, PhoP and MgtA, and negative regu-
lator PhoU reduces resuscitation.

AlpA from cryptic prophage CP4-57 represses
phosphate sensing

To investigate how the cryptic prophages reduce resusci-
tation through phosphate sensing, the impact of deleting
three DNA putative regulators, yfjR, alpA, and yfjP, from
cryptic prophage CP4-57, was evaluated, since this cryptic
prophage had the largest impact on persister cell resusci-
tation. It seemed reasonable to suppose these regulators
could possibly directly or indirectly influence phosphate
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import. On agar plates, the alpA mutant woke faster than
yfjR and yfjP as evidenced by consistently larger colonies;
hence, we focused on the alpA mutant. Using single-cell
microscopy and six independent cultures, the alpA dele-
tion consistently increased persister cell resuscitation by
4.4-fold (Figs 1C and S4; Table S3); hence, AlpA of cryptic
prophage CP4-57 reduces persister resuscitation. More-
over, production of AlpA from pCA24N complemented the
alpA deletion by reducing persister resuscitation 4.1-fold
(Figs 1C and S4; Table S3). Strikingly, rather than being a
metabolic burden, production of AlpA increased the spe-
cific growth fourfold in rich medium; hence, AlpA has a
large impact on metabolism.

To explore how AlpA influences phosphate import, qRT-
PCR was used to investigate AlpA activation of phoR, phoB
and pstB in the absence of the nine cryptic prophages.
Compared to the empty plasmid, production of AlpA via

pCA24N-alpA in the Δ9 strain repressed phoB, phoR and
pstB (Table S4); hence, AlpA likely binds to the phoB pro-
moter resulting in the repression of the downstream
phosphate-sensing proteins PhoR and PstB (Fig. 2).

Δ9 persisters resuscitate without a carbon source

Given the cryptic prophages repress resuscitation by
reducing phosphate sensing, perhaps the role of the
phage fossils was to prevent persister cell resuscitation
in the absence of a carbon source, since PhoB is a mas-
ter regulator; for example, the starvation response via
ppGpp activates the Pho regulon (Santos-Beneit, 2015).
Therefore, testing for persister cell resuscitation in the
absence of glucose but in the presence of phosphate
(i.e. M9 medium that lacks nutrients), the Δ9 strain resus-
citates without glucose (9 � 2%, Figs 1C and S4;

Table 1. Most-induced genes during persister cell resuscitation for BW25113 Δ9 versus BW25113.

Gene Description Fold Change Pi Activated

Ribosomes
ssrA Transfer-messenger RNA to recover ribosomes 5.2
thrW tRNA-Thr ∞
leuW tRNA-Leu ∞
glyU tRNA-Gly ∞
argX tRNA-Arg ∞
thrT tRNA-Thr ∞
leuX tRNA-Leu ∞
hisR tRNA-His 5.2
serU tRNA-Ser 3.3

Stress response
rprA Small regulator ∞ Yes
yqgB Acid stress response protein ∞
rhsC rhs element protein RhsC 4.8

Pi and metal Transport/homeostasis
mgtL Leader peptide for mgtA in response to magnesium

ion levels
∞ Yes

mgtS Mg2+ transporter, with MgtA, activates PitAB for low-
affinity phosphate/Mg2+ accumulation

4.2 Yes

chaB Putative cation transport regulator ChaB 3.6
mntS Manganese accumulation protein MntS 3.2
pstB Phosphate ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 1.8 Yes
pstC Phosphate ABC transporter permease 1.4 Yes
pstS Phosphate ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 1.6 Yes
phoB Phosphate transcriptional regulator 1.6 Yes
psiF Phosphate starvation-inducible protein 1.2 Yes

Chaperones
paoD Molybdenum cofactor insertion chaperone 1.8
groS Co-chaperone GroES 4.5
ibpA Heat shock chaperone IbpA 3.5
dnaK Molecular chaperone DnaK 3.3

Others
envy DNA-binding transcriptional regulator 3.4
ilvL ilvXGMEDA operon leader peptide 13.0
icd Isocitrate dehydrogenase 10.8 Yes
cydX Cytochrome bd-I oxidase subunit CydX 4.6
ytjA DUF1328 domain-containing protein 3.8
ymiA Uncharacterized protein YmiA 3.7
cysI Assimilatory sulfite reductase hemoprotein subunit 1.6

Persister cells were formed using the rifampicin/ampicillin method, and persister cells were resuscitated by adding M9 glucose (0.4 wt.%) for
10 min (i.e. phosphate-replete conditions). Two independent cultures were used for each strain. Complete results are in Excel File S1 and a heat
map for 175 genes is shown in Supplemental Fig. 5.
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Table S3), whereas the wild-type strain cannot resusci-
tate without glucose, as was found previously for the
absence of LB medium (Kim et al., 2018b) and alanine
(Yamasaki et al., 2020). Note this increased waking by
Δ9 is even more surprising since Δ9 grows slightly
slower than wild-type (1.36 � 0.01 vs. 1.46 � 0.02 h�1 in
rich medium for Δ9 and the wild-type strain respectively)
(Wang et al., 2010). Furthermore, this phenotype was
complemented by producing AlpA in the Δ9 strain
(Figs 1C and S4, Table S3). Hence, the cryptic pro-
phages, through at least AlpA, prevent premature per-
sister resuscitation.

Discussion

As an interwoven means of cell regulation, our results
show that cryptic prophages not only help the cell
respond to stress as an active response (Wang
et al., 2010) but also regulate the exit of the cell from dor-
mancy. Specifically, cryptic prophages control persister
cell resuscitation through their inhibition of phosphate
sensing, as revealed by the use of transcriptomics for
resuscitating persister cells. Clearly, although each of the

nine cryptic prophages consistently inhibit persister
resuscitation, cryptic prophage CP4-57 has the greatest
effect (Fig. 1B), and regulator AlpA of CP4-57 was shown
here to inhibit persister resuscitation. Although there was
a 44-fold increase in waking with Δ9 and only a 4.4-fold
increase with ΔalpA, there must be additional cryptic pro-
phage proteins used by the host to reduce persister
resuscitation. This is reasonable given that each of the
nine cryptic prophages impacted resuscitation.

The mechanism for AlpA reducing resuscitation is likely
by AlpA repressing phoR; phoR encodes the membrane-
bound, sensor histidine kinase regulator of the
phosphate-dependent PhoR/PhoB two-component signal
transduction system that senses external phosphate
(Fig. 2); PhoR/PhoB are active when concentrations of
external phosphate are low (Kritmetapak and
Kumar, 2021) by PhoR phosphorylating PhoB which
induces the pstSCAB operon and facilitates phosphate
uptake (Santos-Beneit, 2015). AlpA is a poorly character-
ized, small (70 aa) regulator that likely binds DNA due to
its helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motif (Keseler
et al., 2017); note the primary sequence only contains
the DNA-binding motif due to its small size. AlpA is active

Fig. 2. Schematic of the impact of phosphate sensing and cryptic prophage AlpA on persister cell resuscitation. AlpA (from cryptic prophage
CP4-57) likely represses phoR that encodes the phosphate-dependent PhoR/PhoB two-component signal transduction system. PhoR/PhoB
sense external phosphate and are active when concentrations of external phosphate are low. PhoR phosphorylates PhoB which induces the
pstSCAB operon and facilitates phosphate uptake. PhoP is also activated by phosphate transport through the PitAB system, and phosphorylated
PhoP induces small protein MgtS, which activates PhoB. PhoB increases persister cell resuscitation by reducing cAMP by silencing cra transcrip-
tion. ⓟ indicates phosphate, ! indicates induction and ⊥ indicates repression. This figure was created with BioRender.com.
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in E. coli since it has been linked to AI-2 quorum-sensing
in this strain [alpA is induced upon inactivation of the
AI-2 exporter TqsA (Herzberg et al., 2006)], and alpA is
induced in E. coli mature biofilms (Domka et al., 2007).
Moreover, AlpA is a known transcriptional regulator since
it causes excision of CP4-57 (Wang et al., 2009) by
inducing intA (Kirby et al., 1994). Therefore, in the
absence of AlpA, due to deleting cryptic prophage CP-
457, derepression of phoR occurs, and we hypothesize
that PhoR stimulates PhoB through phosphorylation, and
phosphorylated PhoB increases persister cell resuscita-
tion by reducing cAMP by silencing cra transcription
(Marzan and Shimizu, 2011; Marzan et al., 2013), since
Cra increases cAMP (Crasnier-Mednansky et al., 1997).
Decreasing cAMP was shown to dramatically increase
resuscitation (Yamasaki et al., 2020), and we found here
that PhoB reduces cAMP and that cra reduced cAMP
(summarized in Fig. 2).

Phosphate has been linked previously to persister cells
formation, but, phosphate has not been studied previ-
ously for its impact on persister cell resuscitation. For E.
coli persister cell formation, the phosphate regulator
PhoU has been identified as a positive effector for per-
sister cell formation (Li and Zhang, 2007). However, the
mechanism by which PhoU controls E. coli persister cell
formation was not determined (Namugenyi et al., 2017),
although, in S. aureus, phoU deletion appears to reduce
persistence by increasing slightly carbon metabolism
(Shang et al., 2020). PhoU regulates phosphate transport
by repressing the Pst system at high phosphate concen-
trations (Namugenyi et al., 2017). In addition, the Myco-
bacterium tuberculosis PhoU orthologues PhoY1 and
PhoY2 also increase persister cell formation (Namugenyi
et al., 2017). Therefore, these results on the cryptic pro-
phages of E. coli reducing persister cell resuscitation fit
well with these previous persister cell formation results
related to phosphate since PhoU negatively regulates
phoR/phoB (Kritmetapak and Kumar, 2021) (Fig. 2);
i.e. PhoU increases persister cell formation (Li and
Zhang, 2007; Namugenyi et al., 2017), and here PhoB
stimulates persister cell resuscitation. Moreover, these
results suggest a mechanism for the previous results indi-
cating the negative regulator PhoU increases persis-
tence: PhoU likely increases persistence by increasing
cAMP through its inhibition of PhoB (Fig. 2). In addition,
we also found that the transcriptional regulator PhoP,
which leads to PhoB activation through the small protein
regulator MgtS (Yin et al., 2019), increases resuscitation
and this fits well with recent results showing PhoP is
important for the recovery of Salmonella enterica from
magnesium starvation (Yeom and Groisman, 2021).

The physiological benefit of reducing persister resusci-
tation appears to be to allow the cell to monitor more than
phosphate concentrations before committing resources to

waking. By deleting the cryptic prophages and negative
regulators like AlpA, this highly regulated return to active
metabolism is short-circuited, leading to the dramatic
increase seen in resuscitation, even in the absence of
nutrients. Clearly, with limited ATP, the cell must optimize
resuscitation (e.g. unlike exponentially growing cells, per-
sisters cannot wake without a carbon source in the pres-
ence of the cryptic prophages [Kim et al., 2018b;
Yamasaki et al., 2020)]; hence, these results suggest the
cell monitors the availability of carbon along with phos-
phate, before committing to resuscitation. Moreover, they
add credence to the idea that persister resuscitation is
elegantly regulated (Yamasaki et al., 2020).

Materials and methods

Bacteria and growth conditions

Bacteria (Table S5; Baba et al., 2006; Kitagawa
et al., 2005) were cultured routinely in lysogeny broth
(Bertani, 1951) at 37�C. The Δ9 strain lacking all nine
E. coli cryptic prophage genes (Wang et al., 2010) was
verified previously through DNA microarrays to confirm
that there were no undesired deletions and that each of
the nine cryptic prophages was deleted completely
(Wang et al., 2010); the RNA-seq work here also corrob-
orated this. There was no difference in minimum inhibi-
tory concentrations (Kwan et al., 2013) for the wild-type
and Δ9 strain with ampicillin and rifampicin. The single
cryptic prophage strains were verified by DNA sequenc-
ing (Wang et al., 2010). The pCA24N-based plasmids
(Kitagawa et al., 2005) were retained in overnight cul-
tures via chloramphenicol (30 μg ml�1), and kanamycin
(50 μg/ml�1) was used for deletion mutants, where appli-
cable. M9 glucose (0.4 wt.%) medium (Rodriguez and
Tait, 1983) (M9-Glu) was used for persister cell
resuscitation.

Persister cells

Exponentially growing cells (turbidity of 0.8 at 600 nm)
were converted to persister cells (Kwan et al., 2013; Kim
et al., 2018b) by adding rifampicin (100 μg ml�1) for
30 min to stop transcription, centrifuging and adding LB
with ampicillin (100 μg ml�1) for 3 h to lyse non-persister
cells. To remove ampicillin, cells were washed twice with
0.85% NaCl then re-suspended in 0.85% NaCl. Persister
concentrations were enumerated via a drop assay
(Donegan et al., 1991).

ATP assay

To measure ATP concentrations in persister cells and in
resuscitating cells, persister cells were formed with
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rifampicin/ampicillin treatment as indicated above and for
resuscitating cells, persister cells were resuspended in
M9-Glu medium for 10 min. Samples (1 ml) were washed
once and resuspended in Tris-acetate buffer (50 mM,
pH 7.75), then the ATP assay was performed in duplicate
using the ENLTEN ATP Assay System (Promega, cat#:
FF2000) with the luminescence measured via a Turner
Design 20E Luminometer using a 5 s time delay and a
10 s integration time.

Single-cell persister resuscitation

Persister cells (5 μl) were added to 1.5% agarose gel
pads containing M9-Glu medium, and single-cell resusci-
tation was visualized at 37�C via a light microscope
(Zeiss Axio Scope.A1, bl_ph channel at 1000 ms expo-
sure). For each condition, at least two independent cul-
tures were used with 150–300 individual cells used per
culture.

RNA-Seq

To elucidate the transcriptome differences upon resusci-
tation of the Δ9 strain versus wild-type, both strains were
grown to a turbidity of 0.8 at 600 nm and converted into
populations that solely consist of persisters by rifampicin
and ampicillin treatment as indicated above, and resusci-
tated for 10 min in M9-Glu medium. Samples for RNA
were added to cold 1.9 ml tubes containing RNA-Later,
quick-cooled in dry ice 95% ethanol, centrifuged, and the
cell pellets were frozen at �80�C. RNA was harvested
using the High Pure RNA Isolation Kit (Roche, Basel,
Switzerland). Two independent samples were analysed.
The resultant library of RNA samples was quantified by a
Bioanalyzer (Agilant) and sequenced by Illumina HiSeq
4000. Low-quality reads and adapter sequences were fil-
tered by cutadapt v2.8 [quality-cutoff (20), minimum-
length (50)] (Martin, 2011). Filtered reads were mapped
to the reference genome (NZ_CP009273.1) using STAR
v2.7.1a followed by ENCODE standard parameters
(Dobin et al., 2013). Using the read mapping information
obtained using the aligner, the expression levels of genes
and transcripts were calculated using featureCounts
v2.0.0, Cufflinks v2.2.1 (multi-read-correct, frag-bias-cor-
rect) (Trapnell et al., 2010; Liao et al., 2014). Differential
expressed genes were calculated by DESeq2 v1.26.0
(Love et al., 2014). Genes were identified as differentially
expressed if the p-value was less than 0.05 and if the
expression ratio was greater than the standard deviation
for all the genes (0.5). As expected, about 240 cryptic
prophage genes yielded no signal for the Δ9 strain (Excel
file S1).

qRT-PCR

To investigate the impact of AlpA production on phosphate
sensing, qRT-PCR was performed for the phosphate
sensing regulators phoR, phoB and pstB by producing
AlpA from pCA24N-alpA in host Δ9 (compared to Δ9/
pCA24N) that lacks AlpA in the chromosome. Cells were
grown in LB until a turbidity of 0.4 at 600 nm, then alpA
was induced with isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside
(1 mM) for 90 min. RNA was isolated as for RNA-seq
(above), purM was used as the housekeeping gene and
qRT-PCR was performed using Power SYBR Green RNA-
to-CT 1-Step with a CFX96 Real-Time System and 100 ng
of RNA along with the primers shown in Table S6.

cAMP

cAMP levels were assayed using the non-acetylated for-
mat of the ENZO ELISA Kit (ADI-900-067). Cells were
grown in LB to a turbidity of 0.8 at 600 nm (for the cra
mutant) or to a turbidity of 0.3, followed by protein pro-
duction via induction with 0.5 mM IPTG for 1 h (for
BW25113/pCA24N_phoB), then lysed.
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